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Summary

a This reportpresents and analyzes the results of the computermodeling of mixing and
mobilization of sludge in horizontal,cylindricalstorage tanksusing submerged liquidjets.
The computermodeling uses the TEMPESTcomputationalfluid dynamics_e.omputerprogram.

- The horizontal, cylindricalstorage tank configuration is similarto the Melton Valley Storage
Tanks (MVST) at OakRidge NationalLaboratory (ORNL). The lVlVSTtankcontents exhibit
non-homogeneous, non-Newtonian theology characteristics. The eventual goals of the simula-
tions are to determine underwhat conditionssludge mobilizationusing submerged liquidjets is
feasible in tanksof this configuration, and to estimate mixing times requiredto approach
homogeneity of the contents of the tanks.

During the first phase of this work, numerical modeling considerations were investigated
relative to measured MVST W-28 sludge properties. These considerations include time-step
requirements for stable numerical solutions using a power law non-Newtonian model, grid
resolution for the submerged liquid jets, and turbulent jet mixing effects. Results are
presented which demonstrate the feasibility of computer modeling of the mixing and mobili-
zation processes.

A two-parameter power-law model was extended to account for relative solids concentra-
tion variations spanning the range from fully settled W-28 sludge to clear supernatant. This
was done by considering the consistency factor and the behavior index in the power law
formulation to be functions of relative concentration of solids in the liquid. Computational
results in a l/6-scale half-filled tank with an initially settled sludge layer axe presented.
Simulations were conducted at 1/6 scale to be compatible with planned experiments. Sub-
merged 1-inch diameter jets with jet velocities from 5 to 20 ft/sec were modeled. Mobiliza-
tion was successful at the highest jet velocities, but a sludge bank near the end of the tank
persisted at the lower velocities. These results remain to be confirmed through experimental
testing p2anneclat ORNL using a sludge simulant. Figure S-1 presents a schematic of the
computatit_.na!,5omain of this problem computed. Figure S-2 presents a composite of the
results of these simulations. The darkened areas in these figures represents the sludge layer.

In the second phase of this work, tank mixing times were computed in 1/6- and 2/3-scale
tanks. Computer model conditions were consistent with planned experiments in scaled tanks
at ORNL. Single- and double-jet mixing times were investigated for jets located at one-fourth

. the distance along the tank length. Saltwater in water was used as a tracer, and conductivity
probes monitored the salt concentration at discrete locations. Mixing times in the computer
simulations were based on time-history curves of concentration at discrete points in the tank
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and in the pump recirculation line. Mixing times in the 1/6-scale tank are in reasonable
agreement with preliminary experimental data although the data exhibit a wide range of
scatter.

Initial mixing times in 2/3-scale simulations presented a counter-intuitive result in that
mixing time at high jet velocity (10 ft/sec) with two jets was greater than that achieved at the
same jet velocity with only one jet. This observation has also been qualitatively confirmed
with two jet experiments at 1/6 scale. Further numerical investigation showed it to be the
result of two eff_ts: one being the positional relationship of the initial source term of
saltwater relative to the re.circulationintake; the other being the actual criterion for mixing
time. The latter was investigated further, and criteria were defined for global and truncated
mixing time. It was determined that estimates of mixing time could vary by as much as 30%
to 40%, depending on how the mixing time is defined relative to the time history curves at a
finite number of discrete locations. It is concluded that this result may help explain variations
in mixing times determined from experimental correlations. It is further concluded that

satisfactory comparison of numerically predicted mixing times with experimental data must be
done using a consistent criterion.

A simulant development effort was undertaken to support the scaled tests. The objective
was to develop a simulant which approximated the rheological characteristics of ORNL W-28

sludge. Various combinations of kaolin and bentonite in water were tested. These particulate
materials are readily obtainable and readily disposable. A recommendation for a simulant is
made.
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1.0 Introduction

. The mobilization and retrievalof radioactive sludges that are stored in tanks constitutes a
prevalent problem at several U.S. D_artment of Energy sites. Before the transuranic waste
slurriescan be transportedfrom any tankto a processing plant to be transformedinto stable

. solids, the supematant and the sludgemust be thoroughly mixed (mobilized and dispersed)
within the storage tanks. Oneproposed approach m achieve sludge mobilization in tanks is to
use submerged jets because of the simplicity of the design, reduced safety issues, and low
cost. This report focuses on mixing and mobilization using submerged liquid jets in configur-
ations similar to the Melton Valley Storage Tanks (MVST) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The MVSTs are horizontal, cylindricallyshaped tanks, with roundedends. They are
nominally 60 ft long, 12 ft in diameter, and 50,000 gal capacity. Contents of the tanks vary;
but nominallythey containa settled sludge layercovered by a layer of supematant. Sludge
and supernatantdepths vary. Ceo et al. (1990) reportphysical characterizationdata for sludge
samples. These data indicate that the sludge in both its settled state and in a diluttd state
exhibits concentration-dependentnon-Newtonian rheologicalcharacteristics.

Computermodeling of mobilization and mixing in horizontal, cylindricalstorage tanks
' tusing submerged liquidje.s is the subject of this report. The computermodeling uses the

TEMPEST computational fluid dynamics computerprogram (Trent and Eyler 1992). The
eventual goals of the simulations are to determineunderwhat conditions sludge mobilization
using submerged liquid jets is feasible in tanks of this configuration and to estimate mixing
times required to approach homogeneity of the contents of the tanks.

During the first phase of this work, numericalmodeling considerationswere investigated
relative to measuredMVST W-28 sludge properties. Results of this phase arepresented in
Section 4.0. Numerical considerations investigated include time-step requirementsfor stable
numerical solutions, use of a power law non-Newtonianmodel, grid resolution for submerged
liquidjets, and turbulentjet mixing effects. Results arepresented which demonstrate the
feasibility of computermodeling of the mobilizationand mixing processes.

I,

A two-pazameterpower-law model was extended to account for relative concentrationvari-
ations spanningthe range from fully settled W-28 sludge to clear supernatant. This was done

. by considering, the consistency factor and the behavior index in the power law formulation to
be functions of relative concentration of solids in the liquid.
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Section 5.0 of this reportpresentscomputationalresults in a 1/6-scale half-filledtank with
an initially settled sludge layer. The concentration-dependentnon-Newtonian power law
model of W-28 sludge is used in this calculation. Submergedl-in.-diameterjets with jet
velocities from 5 to 20 ft/sec were modeled. Mobilization was accomplished at the highest jet
velocities, but a sludge banknear the end of the tankpersisted at the lower velocities. These
results remain to be confirmedthrough experimentaltestingplanned at ORNL using a sludge
simulant.

Section 6.0 presents the secondphase of this work. Tankmixing times were computedin
1/6- and 2/3-scale tanks. Computermodel conditionswere consistentwith planned(experi-
ments in scaled tanksat ORNL. Single- and double-jet mixing times were investigated for jets
located at one-quarterof the tank length along the horizontal. Saltwaterin water was used as
a tracer. Conductivityprobes at fixed locations measuredconcentrationof salt. Mixing times
in the computersimulations were based on time-history curves of concentrationat discrete
points in the tank and in the pump recirculationline. Mixing times in the 1/6-scale lank are in
reasonableagreementwith preliminary experimentaldata, althoughthe data exhibit a wide
rangeof scatter.

In preparationfor ORNL experiments,a simulantdevelopmenteffortwas unde_lken.
The objective was to develop a simulantwhich approximated rheologicalcharacteristicsof
W-28 sludge. Testing was done with various combinations of kaolin and bentonite in water.
These are readily obtainableand readilydisposable particulate materials. A recommenda0on
for a simulantis made. The simulantdevelopmentresults arepresented in Section 7.0 of this
report.

1.1 Objectives/Statement of Work

The purpose of this workis to assess the feasibilityof performing computersimulations of
submerged-jet-mobilizationwith non-Newtonian fluids, to estimate the time requiredto reach
homogeneous concentration distributionsin tanks, and to provide a recipe for a slud_,esimu-
lant. Simulations in tankconfigurationssimilarto the ORNL storage tanks, known ,,s
MVSTs, are carriedout with the three-dimensional time-dependentfluid flow simulatorpro-
gram TEMPEST (Trent and Eyler 1992). Simulationsare intendedto complementexperi-
mental workat ORNL in 1/6- and 2/3-scale MVST geometries and to support investigations in
the retrieval of wastes in the full-scale MVST. Initial phases of this workinclude the mixing
of a saline solution in tanksfilled with water.

4
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Specific objectives of the present work are to:

• Investigaterequirementsfor stable numericalsolutions of submergedliquid jet mixing in a
o non-Newtonianfluid whose rheology is described by a concentration-dependentpower law

model approximatingW_28 sludge.

. • Simulate mobilization and homogenization of sludge l%ers of Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids in a half-filled 1/6-scale tank.

* Investigate definition and applicationof mixing time criteria based on time-history
concentration curves.

• Compute mixing of saltwater in water in 1/6- and 2/3-scale tanks.

• Investigate and recommend a kaolin-based simulant for W-28 sludge to be used in further
experimental studies at 1/6 and 2/3 scale.

1.2 Background

The systematic study of jet mixing in tanks started half a century ago with the wol,k of
Fossett and Prosser (1949) who were interested in the mixing of fuels. Since that time, exper-
imental and theoretical studies involving various tank geometries and jet axis orientations have
been analyzed. The bulk of research in this area has concentrated on the mixing of emulsions
and dilute suspensions, which are principally Newtonian fluids. The preferred geometric con-
figuration in these investigations is the vertical cylindrical tank using a single submerged jet
whose location and orientation within the tank are varied. Research in this area has been

reviewed by Rice (1986), Maruyama (1986), and "Patterson(1991). However, the study of jet
mixing in tanks containing highly viscous and non-Newtonian fluids has not re.c.eivedmuch
attention.

Oak Ridge researchers have recently performed investigations on mobilization of sludge
similar to the sludge in the MVSTs. Shor and Cummins (1991) used a single-point sluicing
technique in which several sludge simulants were tested. They concluded that their technique

a

requires a maneuverable nozzle and that the pump suction point should be close to the sludge.
They also pointed out that the mobilization process is more effective when the supernatant
layer is thin. Further experiments are being performed using other techniques, and larger scale
tests have also been planned.
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In an effort to provide support for research and development activities related to the design
of retrieval and transport systems to handle the radioactive slurries, Ceo et al. (1990) experi-
mentally determined several physical properties of various sludge samples from eight storage
tanks at ORNL. Their rheologieal measurements showed that sludge and slurries behave like
viscoplastic materials with a small apparent yield stress (less than that of mayonnaise). Once
the yield stress has been exceeded, the sludges exhibit pseudoplastic behavior. Their data
were later used by Youngblood et al. (1991) to correlate sludge transport behavior and to

m,

calculate the pressure drop in pipes. They reported that either the Bingham plastic model or
the power law (Ostler,aid de Waele) model could be used to fit the rheological data. Graphical
comparisons indicate that the power law model renders a better description of the stress/strain
rate data, provided the strain rate (shear rate) exceeds 1.0 see_.

To the best of our knowledge, no correlations have been specifically developed for the
mixing of either Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids in horizontal cylindrical tanks. Some
investigators believe that the tank geometry is not very important in determining the mixing
time. However, there is no conclusive information on the effect of the vessel geometry on
submerged jet mixing. Recently, several mixing experiments of water in a l/6-seale tank at
ORNL have raised several questions about the uniqueness of the mixing time.

The issue of a criterion for mixing has been treated rather vaguely in the literature. In
some instances mixing has been defined in a rather qualitative manner. Quantitative mixing
criteria are based on the concentration information obtained from very arbitrarily chosen
nlonitor locations. Some mixing time correlations have been based on the concentration
information recorded at only two points within the vessel 0Vlaruyama 1986). This issue has
been addressed by showing that the particular definition of mixing markedly affects the mixing
time. The inherent non-uniqueness of mixing times can be traced to the lack of generality of
the criterion used.

1.3 Motivation

State-of-the-art nonintrusive fluid flow measuring techniques (e.g., laser Doppler and
particle image velocimetry) cannot be applied to most physical waste simulants because they
are generally opaque. An additional shortcoming of experimentation is that, even though a
qualitative scenario of the phenomena is gained, scale-up from a model to a prototype is not
straightforward when dealing with non-Newtonian fluids. Dimensionless numbers based on
physical properties of non-Newtonian fluids are generally not as meaningful as they are in
Newtonian fluid mechanics, because of the nonlinear dependency of stress on strain rate.
Non-Newtonian dimensionless groups can vary in time and in space over the entire fluid
domain. In addition, waste simulants may not fully mimic the behavior of actual radioactive
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wastes. Hence, experimentalresults in which the working fluid is a simulantwhose properties
do not fully match the rheology of real waste slurriesmay not reveal all of the details required
to design full-scale prototypes.

4

For several years, the TEMPEST code has been used extensively in the simulationof
three-dimensionaltime-dependentthermo-fluidproblems in complex geometries. Several
Newtonlan sludge mobilizationcalculations in tankshave been successfully performed. The
computedvelocity field and shear stress distributions at the tankfloor were found to be in
good agreement with earlierexperimentalwork (Rajaratnam1976). The TEMPEST capabili-
ties have been recently extended to handle the flow of generalized Newtonian (pseudoplastic
and yield-pseudoplastic) fluids. The power-law model was implementedand validated for pipe
and channelflow geometries for which analytic solutions are l:nown. TEMPEST has been
used extensively in recent years to supporttank mixing studies and application to waste stor-
age tanksat DOE's Hanford Site (Bambergeret al. 1991, 1993; Eyler and Michener 1992).

Numerical simulations assist in gaining a more fundamentalunderstandingof the detailed
phenomenaoccurring in the mobilizationprocess. They not only complement the ongoing
experimentalefforts, but also provide information which cannotbe obtained from experiment-
ation. Throughnumericalexperiments it is possible to constructaccuratecorrelationsfor
mixing times, because the concentrationtime history of each computationalcell can be
computed.
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2.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

The goals of this work were achieved. Investigationsto model mixing and mobilizationof
Newtonian and non-Newtonian sludge mixtures in a horizontal cylindrical tank with sub-
merged liquidjets were completed. The investigations included time-step stability limitations

,, arising from the occurrence of infinite effective viscosity at zero shearstress in a power-law
fluid; effects of the grid resolution structureon mixing; turbulentdiffusivity considerations;
and the effects of jet velocity. Saltwatermixing simulations similarto planned experimentsat
ORNL were,also completed in 1/6- and 2/3-scale tanks.

i

2.1 Conclusions

Preliminaryinvestigations were conductedto investigate the feasibility of numerically sim-
ulating mobilization and mixing with submerged liquidjets in horizontalcylindrical storage
tanks, with the following conclusions:

• Numerical stability time-step limitations do not overly restrict time-dependentmixing
computations. Such a concernarises from the fatalistic characterof a power law fluid
model, which exhibits an infiniteeffective viscosity at zero strainrate and possibly
very large effective viscosities at strainrates.

* Gridstructureresolution can affect mixing. The resolution must be adequateto resolve
jet entrainmentand jet spread. Those phenomenaare key to accurately modeling the
mixing process.

• Cylindrical(polar) coordinatesare not suitablefor fully filled tank mixing simulations.
The centerline (tankaxis) induces an excessive numericaldiffusion duringmixing.

Computersimulations of sludge mobiliT_ingand mixing were conducted for concentration
dependentNewtonian and non-Newtonian fluidmodels, with the following conclusions:

• Mobilization and mixing simulationswith TEMPESTyielded stable, consistent solu-
tions for both concentration-dependentNewtonian sludges and for power law rheology
mixtures with concentration-dependentconsistency factorand behavior index.

• Mobilization simulationof W-28 sludge in a half-full 1/6-scale tank with 1-in. diameter
. jets predicted complete mixing forjet velocities greater than about 13 ft/sec. This

result remains to be confirmedexperimentally.
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Computer simulations of _altwater-in-watermixing in filled 1/6- and 2/3-scale tankswere
completed. Submerged liquidjets located at one-quarterof the distance along the tank length
were used to approximateexperimentsbeing conducted at ORNL at 1/6-scale, and plannedat
2/3- scale. Conclusions reachedinclude:

• The criterion used to determine mixing time is significant. Comparison of mixing time
results computed with different defined criteria, using the same time-history data, can
result in as muchas a 30 to 40 % variation in estimated mixing time. This is significant
in comparingcomputersimulationsto experimentaldata and may, in part, be an
explanationfor the wide variationin empirical mixing correlations.

Investigationswere conducted to develop a simulant for W-28 sludge which could be used
in scaled experiments. Conclusions reached include:

• The exact theological characterof W-28 sludge could not be replicated. An approxi-
mate model fluid which exhibits similar features can be made using a kaolin in water
mixture. The materialis readilyobtainable, relatively inexpensive, and is not overly
difficultto dispose of.

2.2 Recommendations

Several recommendationsare offeredas a result of this work.

• Alternativerheological models to the power law approach shouldbe investigated to
determine if ORNL waste tanksludges can be better represented. This may be
importantto wastes other thanW-28.

• Mixing time criteria should be evaluated further to determine their significanceto
mixing time estimates in nonhomogeneous situations (i.e., sludge layer mixing as
comparedto saltwater-in-watermixing).

* A morecomplete andcritical comparison of computerpredictionsto ORNL-scale tank
mixing experiments should be done when experimentaldata are available.
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3.0 Approach

• The present investigationis a requisitein the modeling of sludge mobilization in full-sc_e
tankswhose contentshavethe rheologicalpropertiesof radioactivewaste. First, an analytic
constitutiveequation is developed to reproducethe rheological properties of an actual waste
slurry, within the range of experimentally measuredstrain rates. The correct implementation
of the model into TEMPEST is then tested with a model problem, from which rheograms con-
sistent with experimentaldata can be numericallycomputed. Ceo et al. (1990) indicated that
data can be best fit with the power-law model. Similarities amongthe rheologies of the
various waste sludges of the ORNL W-series tanks indicatethatthe functional form of the
concentration-dependentparametersshould be essentially the same. In this study, mixing
simulations with a non-Newtonlanfluid areperformed with the power-law approximationof
the rheologicalproperties of the W-28 ORNL sludge waste. Two functions are requiredto
specify the rheologicalcharacteristicsof this sludge, namely, concentration-dependent
cotisistency and concentration-dependentbehaviorindex functions.

A criticalissue in any complex numericalsimulationis that of cost effective CPU time.
Furthermore, the usefulness of numerical resultsis based on the accuracyof the solutions.
These two issues are linked to the time-step requiredto achieve a numerically stable solution.
To investigate these issues, a geometry was chosen in which an axisymmetricsubmerged free
jet discharges into a homogeneous mediumof a non-Newtonianpower-law fluid. This test
problem is representativeof the jet mixing in the horizontalMVST. Strain rate values in the
free jet problem are expected to be similar to those in the MVST geometry. Consequently, a
good estimate of the computational resource requirementsfor the actual tank mobilization
calculationscan be inferredfrom the free jet simulation results.

For many years the power-law model has been accepted in engineering practice as a rea-
sonably accurate way of modeling pseudoplastic fluids. However, it is well known that the
power-law model fails to predict the correct shear stress at very low strain rates (less than
1 sec'l). It has been argued that in most engineering applications low strain rates are not
important. Nevertheless, in a time dependent computer code like TEMPEST in which simula-
tions start from a motionless state, there will be regions in the computational domain with very
low strain rates. Low strain rate regions will be numerically assigned high effective viscosi-a

ties. Even though the effect in the final computed result may not be significant once steady
state has been reached, these high effective viscosity regions might limit the time-step for

. stable solutions, and thus increase the required CPU time. This possible scenario was not a
problem in the particular simulations that were carried out here. For more general computa-
tions, this problem can be overcome by implementing other rheological models.
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Based on various mixing time criteria, it was found that the mixing time strongly depends
on the criteria used to determine it. A global mixing criterion cannot be practically imple-
mented experimentally, because it requires knowledge of the time concentration history at all
points in the fluid domain. Alternately, mixing times determined from truncated criteria (e.g.,
using a small number of discrete measurement locations) may not adequately represent the true
mixing time over the whole domain. These effects are investigated using several criteria with
consistent, continuous time-history curves in numerical experiments.
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4.0 Feasibility of Mixing Simulations

• In this section the two-parameterpowerqaw model is extended to account for relative
volumetricconcentrationvariations of the sludge. The particularfunctional forms of the
consistency factor and the behavior index are based on experimentaldata for the W-28 waste

- of the MVST. The function coefficients were calculated by a least squaresfit of available
data. The concentration-dependentpower-law model has been implemented and successfully
validated in TEMPEST. Demonstrationcalculations for an axisymmetricsubmergedfree jet
are illustratedin the form of velocity magnitude contours. The working fluid in these simu-
lations has the rheologyof the waste in tankW-28, but the concentrationis considered
constant. Time-steplimiters and stability are discussed for the freejet calculations, together
with the impact these issues axe likely to have in the furl scale MVST sludge mobilization
simulations. Drawbacks in using the power law model and possible modificationsto the
existing non-Newtonianmodels in TEMPEST are discussed.

4.1 Concentration Dependent Rheological Model for W-28 Sludge

Based on experimental data of the waste sludge in the MVST (Ceo et al. 1990), a func-
tional form for a concentration-dependentpower-law model is proposed. This rheological
equation of state is implemented in TEMPESTand rheograms are constructed which are in
excellent agreement with available data.

4.1.1 Data Review

Physicalproperties of the radioactivesludge wastes in the MVST (rheology, deJisity, sedi-
mentationrate, and particle sizes) have been experimentallydetermined (Ceo et al. 1990).
Rheological measurementswere performed using a digital Brookfield rotational viscometer.
The range of strainrates in the rheogramsfor the W-28 sludge varied form 0.08 to 16.8 sec"1.
In this range, the sludge behaves as a yield pseudoplasticmaterial. Youngbloodet al. (1991)
pointed out that measurementsat shearrates on the orderof 500 sec1 are necessary for accur-
ate modeling. Unfortunately,the inherent difficulty of handling these samples has precluded

. measurements at high shear rates. Power-law and Bingham plastic constitutive equations were
suggested as alternative models for the W-28 sludge. However, the power law model proved
to fit the data better than the Bingham plastic model. Figure 4.1 shows experimental data

. points for a 1"1 dilution ratio (concentration ratio = 0.5) of W-28 wastes and the fitted points
for two sets of power-law parameters. Comparison of the reported data with the power-law
model shows excellent agreement, provided that strain rates are greater than 1 sec"I.
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Figure 4.1. Comparison Between Rheological Data from a 1:1 Dilution Ratio
of W-28 Sludge with a Power Law Fit for Two Sets of Patmneters

4.1.2 Mathematical Basis

According to the power-law model, the shear stress r in a homogeneous fluid is related to
the strain rate _ through the equation

7 =m,_n

where m is the consistency factor and n is the behavior index. During the mobilization of

sludge in a tank, the concentration of species is no longer homogeneous. Therefore, the two
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power-law parameters (consistency factor and behavior index) have to be treated as concen-

tration dependent functions. Equation (4.1) can be generalized into an equation of the form

, I" = m(C r) ,_n(C.) (4.2)

where m(Cr) and n(Cr) are functions of the volumetric concentration ratio Cr in the slurry.
. This ratio is defined by

C V
Cr = (4.3)

Cv_m

where Cv is the volumetric concentration of solids and Cv,m is the maximum volumetric pack-
ing factor. During mobilization and mixing, Cv will be space and time dependent. Thus, Cr
will vary from 0 to 1. Reasonably simple functional forms for m and n that fit the available

data are sought. "Pable4.1 presents the ORNL W-28 sludge data (Ceo et al. 1990).

For this data set, the consistency factor m is observed to increase monotonically with the

relative concentration ratio, Cr. Thus, the four data points can be fit into the cubic function

r2 3 (4.4)m(Cr) = Ao + AlC r + A2C + A3C r

The following coefficients were determined for the data in Table 4.1'

A0 = 0.0022
A 1 = 3.0513

A2 = 17.631

A3 = -10.684

A comparison of the data and the curve fit is presented in Figure 4.2.

The consistency factor m in other non-Newtonian mixtures (e.g., clay suspensions,

magnetite media, lignite in methanol) has also been found to exhibit monotonically increasing

dependence with concentration (Govier and Aziz 1987, Darby 1986). However, the functional
form was not necessarily a cubic polynomial.
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Table 4.1. PowerLaw Model Parameters as a Function of Relative

Concentrationfor the W-28 Waste Sludge
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Figure 4.2. ExperimentalORNL W-28 Data and Fitted Curve for the
Consistency FactorDependence on Relative Concentration
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The variationof the behavior index n as a functionof Cr is more complicated than that of
the consistency factor m. Several approacheswere tested to fit the data. In one approach, the
following functional form was chosen:

J

[, ]2 ,45,n(Cr) = a -/9(cr-_') - 8 . 8
Q

To find the five constants (a, B, "y,8, _) three additionaldata points were obtained by
interpolationand the minimumof the l_t squares function was computed

7 { _ (4.6)f (a, B, 'y,8, e) = E n(Cri ) - a[e-B(Cri - "i')-8] 2 t ji=l

Using a symbol manipulator,a residual of 0.0035 was obtained, which occurs when

a = 0.25071
/_ = 3.92897
•y = 0.23991
8 = 0.77305

= 0.20552

This curve fit, along with the four experimentaldata points, is shown in Figure 4.3.

It has been reported that for clay suspensions and magnetite media, the behavior index n
decreases and reachesa minimum (Govierand Aziz 1987). For concentrated suspensionsof
lignite in methanol, n increases monotonically with concentration (Darby 1986). This
behavior is consistent with the curve in Figure 4.3, constructed from interpolation, where for
values of Cr less than 0.4 there is a minimum; and for values of Cr greaterthan 0.4, n
increases monotonically.

An alternative functional form for n(Cr) can be represented by the double exponential
function

-Cr ( -C) (4.7). n(Cr)= a + l-b r
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Figure 4.3. Experimental ORNL W'28 Data and Fitted Five ParameterCurve
for the Behavior Index Dependence on Relative Concentration

To find the constants a and b, the minimum of the least squares function was calculated

,{ Cr(1g(a,b) -- ]_ n(Cri) - a + _ <4.8)
i=l

which has a residual of 0.0036 for
a = 12510.6
b = 1.55967

,e

In this approach, only the four original data points were fit. The curve fit is shown along with
the data in Figure 4.4.
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Of these two models for the concentrationdependenceof the behavior index, the first
Equation(4.4) required additional interpolated data points. Furthermore,considering that the
datapoint for n at Cr = 1 is suspect Ofoungbloodet al. 1991), the second function was chosen
for use in the presentwork because it has a simpler form, it has fewer constants, and it
adequatelyrepresents the dependencyin the data.

- An additional quantity requiredin our simulationsis the value of the maximumpacking

factor Cv,m. It can be calculated from data for the pure sludge in tankW-28 given by Ceo
et al. (1990) by using the relationship

,),
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Ts Pl (4.9)
Cv'm = I-T s Ps

where Ts is the total fractionof solids by weight, Pl is the density of the bulk liquid, and Ps
the density of the undissolved solids. Withthe reportedvalues:

Ts = 0.5140
Pl ffi 1.2852 g/ml
Ps = 2.0000 g/ml

it was found that Cv,m ffi 0.68.

4.1.3 Implementation in TEMPEST

To take advantageof the numerical methods utilized in the simulationof flow of
0 Newtonian fluidsfor the computationof strain-rate-dependent(non-Newtonian)fluids, the

rheologicalequation of stateEquation(4.2) must be recast into a Newtonian-likeconstitutive
equation

7"= _eff _ (4.10)

This can be accomplishedby expressing an effective or apparentviscosity as

/_eff = m (Cr) n(C,)-1 (4.11)

ComputationaUy,#eft can be updated with the calculation of the strain rate at the previous
time step.

An inherent weaknessof the power law formulation is that for shear-thinning(pseudo-
plastic) fluids, in which n(Cr) < I, Peff "_oo as + -_ 0. Because simulations are startedfrom
a quiescent state, duringthe first few time steps one would expect to encountersome regions
in the computationaldomain in which the magnitudeof + is very small and thus _eff is large.
The maximumtime step in the numericalsolution of the discretized equations of motion has a
stability requirementthat is proportional to the inverse of viscosity. Numericalproceduresin
TEMPEST include the option of treatingviscosity terms implicitly to reducethe explicit
stability limitation. However, this implicit approachcan yield inaccurate solutions if the
explicit viscosity time step limit is greatly exceeded. In light of this potentialproblem, it is
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necessary to investigatetime stepsize and stability of calculations which use the power law
(pseudoplastic)formulationfor the stress-strainrelationship.

. 4.1.4 Implementation Testing

The cubic functionin Cr for the consistency factorEquation(4.4) and the double exponen-
. tial function for the behavior index Equation (4.7) were implementedinto TEMPEST. The

choice of Equation(4.7) rather than Equation (4.5) for the Ix_haviorindex is one of conveni-
ence, because of its simplicity and reasonableaccuracy (additionalexperimentaldata would be
needed to determine which functional form better describes the rheology of the sludge).

To check the validityof these models, three rheogramsfor concentrationratios Cr of 0.25,
0.5, and 1.0 were indirectly computed with TEMPEST. Using a judiciously chosen one-
dimensional velocity profile for laminarflow of a power-law fluid between parallel moving
plates with a constant concentrationdistribution,a rheogramcan be constructed. With
reference to Figure 4.5, for a velocity profile given by

u = 2 z2, v = 0, w =0 (4.12)

the only nonzero contributionto the strain-rateis

du ffiz (4.13)

. Figure 4.$. Velocity and ConcentrationFields Between Parallel Plates
Used to Indirectly ConstructP.heogramswith TEMPEST
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Consequently,there is only one nonzero termof the shear-stress,which _ be written as

r = 2(n-l)/2_teffz (4.14)
It

where/_effistheeffectivedynamicviscositycomputedbyTEMPEST. Resultsofthese
computationsusingthepowerlawmodelforW-28 sludgearedisplayedintheformofa
rheogram in Figure 4.6. Excellent agreement with the experimentaldataof Ceo et al. (1990)
is obtained. This agreementsupportsthe correctnessof the model implementationin
_F..ST.

Rheoiogy of MVST W-28 Sludge
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4.2 Time-Step Stability

TEMPEST is a time-dependentcomputerprogramwhich uses discrete approximationsof
the governing transportequations, inherent in the discreteapproximationare two explicit
numericalstability limitations. One arises from the advection terms and is referred to as the
Courantlimit. The other arises from the viscous diffusionterms. The latterlimitation is

. potentiallyvery restrictivefor high viscosity fluids, such as in the effective viscosity power
law formulationof a non-N_nian fluid. Several calculations are performed to investigate
the effect that increasing the time-step viscosity limit has on the stability of solutions. Com-
putationsare performed on a submerged,flee, axisymmetricjet of a homogeneous non-
Newtonian fluidwhose rheology is thatof the W-28 sludge. That is, the constitutive relation
of Equation(4.2) along with the concentrationdependentfunctions [Equations(4.4) and (4.7)]
were used. The effect that varying the relativeconcentrationof the sludge has on the viscosity
limited time-step and on the CPU time is also examined.

4.2.1 Mathematical Basis/Numerical Considerations

Withinthe TEMPEST solution scheme, there are two time step limiters for stable numeri-
cal solutions, At. and At,,, which are based on the cellwise Courantnumberand the effective
momentumdiffusivity, respectively. For a cell of "width" _x in which the velocity of the
fluid is U, a measureof the Courantlimited time step size is

Atco:A._X (4.15)U

Similarly, a measureof the momentum diffusivityor viscosity limited time step size is

2
Atmoc pax....__ (4.16)

/_eff

h . oTo estimate the time required to reach omogemzatlon, numerical simulations must start

from a motionless state. During the early stages of the transient there will necessarily be
regions within the computational domain in which the strain rate is very small. Thus, in these
regions/_ will be large (see Section 4.1.3) and At,, (explicit time step) will be small. Con-
sequently, At,, will be the predominant time step limiter for stable nume:ical solutions. Before

• full homogenization or steady state is computationally achieved, calculations may requirecon-
siderable amounts of CPU time if At. is utilized. However, TEMPEST has a solution option
which can treat the viscous terms implicitly. In that case, the explicit limit At- can be
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Atm _ be exceeded. Thenthe issue is notstability but accuracyof the numericalsolutions.
Inaccurate solutions could arise in transientcalculations in regions where steep gradientsare
present, e.g., the sludge/supernatantinterface.

t_

4.2.2 Test Problems: Axisynunetrlc Plug Flow and l_YeeJet

The time step size for stable numerical solutions is investigated in an axisymmetric free jet
and in a plug flow. The working fluid has the same rheology as the W-28 sludge as repre-

sented by Equation (4.2) with functional forms for the consistency factor m(Cr) and the behav-
ior index n(Cr) given by Equations (4,4) and (4.7), respectively. The computational domain is
based on the similar dimensions of a typical MVST, i.e., radius of 12 ft and a length of 60 ft.
The purpose of performing computations in this geometry was to address the following:

1. the effect of concentrationdependentnon-Newtonianrheology on the time step limiters
and thus the CPU time,

2. the effect of increasing the viscosity limited time stepon the accuracyof numerical
solutions.

For each test, the concentrationwas fixed throughout the computationaldomain (homo-
geneous concentrationdistributionof sludge). The first set of tests was performedby assum-
ing thatalong the tank's centerlinea constantvelocity is imposed, which simulates a plug flow
across the tank. The second set of tests consisted of computationsin which there is a momen-
tum source at the centerat one end of the tank. Foreach set, severalvelocity fields were
computedfor variousconcentrationvalues, rangingfrom pure supernatantto pure sludge.

Figure 4.7 presents the effect of varying the relative sludge concentrationon the average
time step size limiterand on the CPU time for simulations, underplug flow conditions. For
these runs the viscosity time step limiter is 10 times larger than the explicit stable time step.
In Figure 4.7, the CPU times are normalized with the CPU time requiredto compute the
Newtonian case, i.e., when the relative sludge concentrationis zero. Note that for relative
sludge concentrationsless than0.15, the time step size is limited by the Courantnumber,
which in this case correspondsto 7.3 x 10"3sec. However, for concentrations greaterthan
about 0.15, the problem becomes viscosity-time-step limited. Similarly, for concentrations
less than 0.15, the relative CPU time is fairlyconstant;whereas, outside this range the CPU
time increases linearly with concentration. The increase in the requiredCPU time is linked
with the departureof the sludge rheology from thatof a Newtonian fluid. This can be seen
from Figures 4.2 and 4.3, where the consistency factor and the behavior index functions
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rapidly departfrom the Newtonian rheology for concentrationsgreaterthan O.1. Note that in
the case of pure sludge, the CPU time requiredis 30 times largerthanthat for the Newtonian
case. In a typical full-scale mobilization simulation, the relative concentration within the tank
will be between 0.2 and 0.6, in which case the time-step limiter will be dominatedby viscos-
ity. In the present simplified problem, the CPU time neededto compute for this concentration
range is 5 to 15 times largerthan that requiredto compute for a Newtonian fluid.

The explicit stable time step for computationsin highly viscous fluids (or high effective
viscosity) is very small, and thus demandsimpracticalamountsof CPU time. Therefore, the
possibility of increasingthe limiting time step while maintainingstability and accuracyof the
solutions was investigated. This approachis possible when computing with TEMPEST
bex_use the terms in the equationsof motion where the effective viscosity appearsare treated
implicitly. In principle, the time step limit could be increased to values as high as the Courant
number that limits the convective terms of the equations of motion (which are treated explic-
itly). The case of maximumsludge concentrationrequiredthe maximumamountof CPU time
(14.8 hr on a Sun Microsystems Sparc 1I workstation). For this case, the outputfile was
restartedseveral times with differenttime step limiters. These limiters were increased up to
the Courantnumber.

Figure 4.8 presents the average time step as a function of the factor(used in the restart
input files) by which the viscosity time step limit was multiplied. No oscillations of the
velocity field and the pressure were found after500 time steps of computationsfrom the
restart output. Because no numerical instabilities were observed, accuracy was checked by
starting the calculationfrom time zero using the Courantnumberas time step limiterfrom the
beginning. For this set of runs, computations were carriedout using the plug flow and the
momentum source configurations. Figure 4.9 (a-d)presents velocity magnitudecontours for
pure sludge computed with viscosity-limited and Courant-limitedtime steps. The initial
conditionsused in Figure 4.9 (a,b) correspondto the case of plug flow, whereas for Fig-
ure 4.9 (c,d) they correspondto the case of a momentumsource. In both cases, the use of the
Courant number as the time step limit reduced the CPU time by more than one order of
magnitudeas comparedto the CPU time needed when the time step is limited by viscosity.
The agreement between both sets of simulations is excellent, which indicates that it is feasible
to increase the implicit viscosity time limit to the Courantlimit without sacrificingaccuracy or
introducing numerical instabilities.
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It is concluded from these tests that

* Computationswith the non-NewtonianW-28 sludge rheology model are feasible and
efficient.

* The pathological characteristicof the power law model at zero strain rate is not
prohibitive.

4.3 Alternative Rheological Approaches

The ORNL W-28 sludge has been approachedas a pseudoplastic(power-law) and as a
Binghamplastic (Ceo et al. 1990). The power-law approachimplies an infiniteeffective
viscosity at zero swain rate. Its use withinTEMPEST for the present problem has been shown
not to be unduly restrictive, however. Alternative rheologicalmodels have been proposed in
the literatureto eliminate this power-law restriction at low strain rates. These may be of value
in future modeling efforts. Several alternatives are discussed here.

Experimentaldata for pseudoplastic materials(see Figure 4.10) shows thatat very low
strain rates (less than 1 sec"1)the effective viscosity approachesa constantvalue (zero-strain-
rate viscosity). At very high strain rates (greaterthan 104 sec"1)the effective viscosity
approaches asymptoticallyto a constantvalue (infinite-strain-rateviscosity). To avoid the
appearanceof exceedingly high effective viscosities at low strainrates, the following truncated
power law model (Birdet al. 1987) could be used:

_'o; ._ < %

/_eff = _ In-1 (4.17)

_'o % J ; ? > %

where "Yois the strain rate below which the effective viscosity is assumed to be constant.

. Another model is the four-parameter Carreau equation whose effective viscosities are
bounded by two constants _o and _ o,

_o-_o,
/%ff = /4o, +

l_n (4.18)

[1+(kS,)2] 2
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Figure 4.10. ExperimentalData of Effective Viscosity as a Function of Strain Rate
for a PseudoplasticFluid (polyethylenemelt, Bird et al. 1987)

where#o is thezero-strain-rateviscosity,#= is theinfinite-strain-rateviscosity,X isa time
constant,andn isthebehaviorindex. Thismodelmorecloselyrepresentstherheological
characteristicsshownin Figure4.10.

For materials with high apparentyield stress, the Herschel-Bulldeymodel fits experimental
data better than the popularBingham model. The Herschel-BuUdeymodel is expressed
mathematicallyas:

= 0; r < % (4.19)

r° (4.20)/_eff = ms'n- I + __ ; r > r o

Both the Bingharn model and a form of the Herschel-Bulkley model are implemented in
TEMPEST. Additional testing, beyond the scope of the present work, is required to
determine if any of these models provide a better representation of a wider range of ORNL
sludges.
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5.0 Sludge Mixing Simulations in a
Half-Filled 1/6-Scale Tank

d

Subsequentto the preliminaryinvestigations of numerical stability, computationaleffi-
ciency, and rheological modeling approachesto ORNL W-28 sludge, calculations were con-

" ductedto investigate mobilization and mixing in a 1/6-scale tank representative of the
geometry of the horizontalMVSTs. These calculations were preliminary to simulation of
sludge mobilization experimentsin scaled tanks to be conducted at ORNL. Figure 5.1 pre-
sents a schematicof the computational geometry representative of the full size MVSTs. The
l/6-scale version of this geometry has a length of 10 ft and a diameterof 2 ft. The 1/6-scale
experimentmodel at ORNL is constructed of clear plastic to aid in visualizationof mixing
experiments. The MVST configurationallows access only at points 1/4 and 1/2 of the dis-
tance along tank length. Sludge layers are expected to range from 15 to 50% of the tank
diameter, with varying depthsof supematantabove the sludge layer.

p

[ 1

I ,-_ I Recirculation Pump

TI
H= ft _ "r---_.j. L I -" -" -.- _

...... : -- ..

Figure 5.1. SchematicRepresentation of the ComputationalDomain
. for the Melton Valley Storage Tanks
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The present work is preliminary in nature and focuses on investigating the effect of jet
velocity on the mobilization and mixing. The complete parameterspace for mixing investi-
gations would necessarily have to cover a wide rangeof parameters. These include:

b

• Supernatantparameters(rheology, layer depth)

• Sludge parameters(rheology, layerdepth, particle characterization) ,,m

• Mixingjet parameters (jet velocity, jet diameter, axial location in the tank, height above
floor, recirculatingpump intake location).

To completely investigate the parameter space to define mobilization and homogenization time
would requireextensive numericalsimulations. Such an extensive investigationcan only be
proposed and completed subsequentto confirmationof the preliminary calculations in com-
parison to experimentaldata in the scaled tanks. Such experiments areplanned at ORNL.

5.1 Description of Models

The computationaldomain for mixing simulationsin the haft-filled l/6-scale geometry is
represented by schematics presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Two computational models were
assembled -- a "finely" resolved one which contained 33,124 cells and a "coarse" one which
contained 7,500 cells. The coarse model was used exclusively for results presented herein.
TEMPESTgeneralized coordinates capabilities were used in the model to retain good repre-
sentation of the tank wall curvatureandjet spread. The end view computational grid structure
is included schematically in Figure 5.1.

Preliminarycalculationsof mixing were conducted with 1-in. diameterjets, centrally
located at a distance of 2.5 fl from one end of the tank. They were issuing in the centerplane
along the directionof the tankaxis. Thejet centerline was 2 in. above the floor of the tank.
A re,circulating flow was included in the model, with an intake located vertically above the
jets, nearthe liquid surface. The pump and pump stem were modeled with zero thickness
plates and a momentumsource to definejet velocity. A jet velocity of 1 ft/sec was used in
preliminary tests.

The definitionof jet mixing time in tanks has customarilybeen defined in qualitative terms
as the time lapse in which measurements(electronic or 'visualdetection) reveal no change in
concentration in a chosen sampling region. For computational purlx_ses,a mixing time can be
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Figure 5.2. Schematic of the SamplingPoint Locations from Which Concentration
Variationsin Time were Monitoredto DetermineMixing Times

definedas the time it takes for the extremes of the concentrationdistributionwithin the tankto

vary by less than some percentage difference about the mean fully mixed concentration. Mix-
ing time can be determinedby monitoringthe concentrationas a function of time at discrete
points in the computationaldomain. To augment this approach,the concentrationat the intake
to the (modeled) recirculatingpumpcan also be monitored. Points monitored in the calcula-
tions are near the ends of the tankand are shown schematicallyin Figure 5.2. The numbers
adjacentto the geometric extremes (1, 4, 13, and 16) and the recirculationline (17) corre-
spond to monitor cell locations in TEMPESTcalculations. These monitor cell locations were
used to determine the characteristicsof mixing and the mixing times for highly viscous
Newtonian and non-Newtonian (W-28) sludge in a half-filled 1/6-scale tank.

5.2 High V'Lscosity Newtonian Sludge Mixing Simulations

Calculation results of mixing a Newtonian sludge in a half-filled 1/6-scale geometry are
. presented. These arepreliminary investigations into estimating requiredtimes to homogenize

or mix the sludge layer. For these calculations, waterproperties were used for the liquid
layer. An exponentialconcentration-dependentviscosity functionwas used. For the simulated
sludgein these calculations, viscosities ranged up to 104times the base fluid viscosity.
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Independenttests were also conductedto investigate sludge density and molecularand
turbulentdiffusivity effects on the computations. The effects of di_tsivity are investigated
because in mixing processes, materialscan be transportedby both convectionand diffusion.
The latter is especially importantin turbulentmixing, but the formeris also importantin some t,

mixing systems.

5.2.1 Exponential Shape Viscosity Model
e

Several calculations were conductedin which the densityof the sludge and the viscosity of
the liquid/solid mixture were varied. Clear waterwas used as the base fluid. Concentration
dependentviscosity was assumed to vary according to an exponential shape curve of the form

---_ = A Cr (5.1)
_to

where /% = the clear waterviscosity

Cr = the ratio of the volumetricconcentration to the maximum concentration
(Cr/Cr,m), and

A -- the maximumviscosity ratio at Cr = 1.

This form is convenient for parameter testing in that the constant A representsa maximum
viscosity ratio at Cr = 1, the maximuml_ackedconcentrationof solids in the sludge layer.
The maximumpacking factor for the solids was Cv,m = 0.68. Values of A from 1 (pure
liquid) to 104were used in the simulations to investigate viscosity effects of the sludge layer.
Density effects were investigated by varying the solids specific gravity from 1 to 2. At a
specific gravity of 1, the solids in the sludge layerrepresent a neutrally buoyant passive scalar.
This neutrally buoyantcase in which A = I provides a reference base case. Table 5.1 pre-
sents a list of the cases and the primaryparametersused in each case.

The laminarand turbulentSchmidt numbers representthe ratio of diffusivity of momentum
to the diffusivity of mass (species) for molecularand turbulentdiffusion, respectively. These
parameters (especially the laminar diffusivity) become important in transport simulations of
species with high effective viscosity. In these situations, selection of a Schmidt numberon the
oi'derof unity means that species mass may diffuse abnormally fast as a result of the high
(molecular) viscosity which occurs at viscosity ratios of 10 4. This is not a real physical phe-
nomenon, so selecting a Schrnidtnumberof 109 effectively eliminates diffusion (otherthan
numerical).
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Table 5.1. Mixing SimulationParametersfor an Exponential Shape Viscosity Model
in a Half-Filled l/6-Scale Tank

' Solids Maximum Laminar Turbulent
Case Specific Viscosity Schmidt Schmidt

Number Case Iden Gravity Ratio (A) Number Number
iilllPi i iili fililil illllli ii il Ill I II 'll_ II I I I Ill III IIII II

e

1 water NA NA NA NA

la sg 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7i 0.71

lb sg 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.71 0.71

lc sg 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.71 0.71

2a mu 1+ 1 2.0 10 0.71 0.71

2b mu 1+2 2.0 102 0.71 0.71

2c mu 1+3 2.0 103 0.71 0.71

2d mu 1+4 2.0 104 0.71 0.71

3b mu 1+2 ScO 2.0 102 109 109

3c mu 1+3 ScO 2.0 103 109 109

3d mu 1+4 ScO 2.0 104 10 9 109

4d mu 1+4 TuO 2.0 104 10 9 0.71

In the cases where a sludge layer was present, an initial solids species distributionwas
specified such that it representeda maximumpacked (Cv,m = 0.68) layer occupying approxi-
mately0.14 of the tankdiameter. This amountof solids resultsin a total solids volume of
3 ft3 and a fully mixed volume fractionof solids of 0.366.

Cases 1 to lc were computed to investigatethe effect of density on mixing times. For
m' 'nthese cases, there is a potential for buoyancyeffects in the jet flow during the txl g time to

cause to lift the jet off the floor as a forced plume. Such a phenomenonhas the potential to
increase the time it takesto mix the tankcontents, relativeto the case of pure water.

Cases 2a to 2d were computed to investigatethe effect of viscosity on mixing times.
These cases yielded the spurious resultthat as the maximumviscosity increased, the mixing
time decreased. This effect was determinedto be caused by the artifactdiscussed above, viz.,
an abnormally high laminar (molecular)difl'usivitybeing calculated for the high effective
viscosity cases.
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Cases 3b to 3d were computedto furtherinvestigatemixing times for the arguablyconser-
vativesituation where both laminar(molecular)and turbulentdiffusivity of the solid species
were negligible. For this situation,solids are mixed accordingto the developing flow patterns
of the jet induced circulations in the tank. The last case computed, Case 4d, was a numerical
experimentto isolate the computed significance of turbulentditfusivity relative to that of
moleculardiffusivity. Characteristicmixing times are examined in these numerical experi-
ments throughthe use of time-dependentconcentrationcurves. P

Time dependent concentration results arepresented in the form of volume fraction of
solids at five locations in the computationaldomain. The locations are shown schematicallyin
Figure 5.2. The numbers1, 4, 13, and 16 are monitor locations in the extreme corner cells of
the computationaldomain, in the vertical centerplane. Two of these locations (1 and 13) are
initially in the sludge layer and adjacentto the floor of the tank. The other two (4 and 16) are
initially in the supernatantand adjacentto the supernatantsurface. Number 17 is the monitor
location at the intake of the recirculatingpump model in the computationaldomain.

Case 1 (pure water)has no indicatorof species volume fractionand representsa base case
to investigatethe natureof the base fluidmixing and jet development. The results of cases la
to lc in which specific density of the solids is the primaryparameterare presented in Fig-
ure 5.3 to 5.5, respectively. Case la computesa situationin which there is no densityeffect,
because the solid has a specific gravityof I and thus acts a truly passive scalar. Note that for
this case, there is very rapid total mixing, with the averageconcentrationof 0.3658 being
reachedwithin2 minutes. For case lb with solids specific gravity of 1.5, the time to reach a
uniformly mixed state is nearly5 minutes. For the heaviest solids simulated, with a specific
gravity of 2, the time to reach a mixed state is nearly6 minutes. These results supportthe
contentionthatdensity effects in thejet flow play a role in tank mixing. This contentionhas
been made fBambergeret al. 1991) in 1/12-scale modeling analysis. It has also been borne
out in other tank mixing analysis (Bambergeret al. 1993). Figure 5.6 presents a concate-
nationof the time variationof the solids concentrationat the pump intake (monitor loca-
tion 17). In this figure, the variationof the mixing time as a function of solids specific density
is quite evident.

Results for the time dependent variation of solids concentration with variation of the
viscosity ratio are presented in Figure 5.7. The results included in the figure are for solids
with a specific density of 2, and include Cases lc and 2a to 2d. The viscosity ratio varies
from 1 to 104. It is interesting to note that the time to homogenize the mixture is relatively
independent of viscosity until the viscosity ratio exceeds 103. What is particularly interesting
about these results is that the time to homogenize the mixture decreases with increasing viscos-
ity. This result is counter intuitive and is probably not a real trend. It results directly from
the molecular diffusivity of the solids being proportional to the effective viscosity and the
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Schmidt number in the computer model. As the maximum viscosity ratio increases, the
molecular diffusivity greatly exceeds the turbulent mixing due to the jet, and as a result, the
material (artificially) _ses too fast. This set of results is presented here because it points to
a caution that must be exercised in modeling concentration-dependentviscous sludges. ,

Figures 5.8 to 5.10 present the time dependent results for Cases 3b to 3d, respectively, for
solids concentration at five monitor locations, four at the extremes of the geometry and one .
(number 17) at the modeled recirculating pump intake. The most notable differences in these
results are in the time dependent variation of the solids adjacent to the floor at the ends of the
tanks (curves 1 and 13). The largest maximum viscosity ratio cases indicate an expected result
that the material adjacent to the floor takes longer to mobilize. Figure 5.11 presents similar
results for Case 4d in which the turbulent Schrnidt number is 0.71 (effectively active turbulent
diffusivity of solids) while the molecular Schmidt number is 109(effectively inactive

! molecular diffusivity). Comparison of Figures 5.10 and 5.11, which are for the same maxi-
mum viscosity ratio of 104, shows a quite marked difference. This indicates that the turbulent
diffusivity is very dominant in the overall mixing process as time proceeds.

A composite of the modeled recirculating pump intake results is presented in Figure 5.12
for Cases l c, 3b to 3d, and 4d. For a consistent set of diffusivity assumptions (Cases 3b to
3d), these results show a significant increase in mixing time with increase in maximum
viscosity ratio. These results further indicated that assumed di_sivity can greatly affect
predicted mixing times (compare Case 4d to 3d).

5.2.2 Power Shape Vis_sity Model

In the previous section, preliminary investigations computed with an exponential shape
(Newtonian) concentration-dependent viscosity function were presented. In this section, an
additional investigation using a power shape (Newtonian) concentration-dependent viscosity
function is presented. This model is then used to compute mixing times in the 1/6-scale tank.

The basis for the model is as follows.

For strain rates greater than 1 sec"1, the W-28 sludge power law model of Equations (4.4)
and (4.7) is in excellent agreement with data (see Figure 4.1). At .y= 1 sec"1, the effective

#,
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viscosity (slope of stress-straincurve) is large. Furthermore,the magnitudeof the strainrate
along a free jet axis is

Using the experimenudcorrelations for the velocity alongthe jet axis (Rajaratnam1976)

the magnitude of the strain rate can be rewritten as

._ = 8.1372U__J2d (5.4)X

where Uj is the jet velocity and d is the jet diameter. In the ease of the 1/6-seale tank
(length = 10 ft), when the jet velocities and diameters are 9 ft/s and 1 in., respectively, half
of the tank's length along the jet axis will have strain rates less than 1 see"1, while the other
half will have strain rates greater than 1 sec-1. Thus, the choice of this strain rate is consistent
with expected strain rates in the tank. For a relatively high effective viscosity, the
computationsresult in conservative mixing time estimates.

To construct the concentration-dependent power-shape-viscosity model, the following
procedure is used:

1. Obtain the instantaneous viscosity by taking the derivative of the shear stress with respect
to the strain rate from the concentration-dependent power-law model for sludge W-28.
This can be written as:

c3r n(Cr)-1
- m (Cr)n (Cr),_ (5.5)

ql

2. From the above expression, calculate the viscosity at six different values of Cr, with the
strain rate fixed at 1 sec"1.
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3. Use the viscosity values calculated in (2) to performa least squaresfit of a concentration-
dependentpower-shape-viscosity model expressed as:

, _= _o(1 +aCrb) (5.6)

The least squares fit yiclds the following constants:

_o = 2"2xi0"3 Pa sec
a = 1647.1
b = 1.8632

Figure 5.13 presents the results of this mixing calculation. Includedin the figure are the
time-dependentconcentrationsfor the monitor locations shown in Figure 5.2. Note that the
concentrationsat the far end of the tank (from the jet) differ by about 5 % (curves 13 and 16)
from those at the near end (curves 1 and 4; curve 17 is the recirculationline). This is because
of the jet's inability to produce the same level of agitationat the far end as at the near end. It
is e_ted, however, that eventuallythe tank will completely mix underthis scenario,
becausethe simulated solid particulateis not settling and because no apparentyield stress is
containedin the model.

Several simulationswere performed using the above model for severaljet velocities, rang-
ing from 1 to 10 ft/sec. The results are plotted as mixing times in Figure 5.14. Two curves
have been plotted to distinguish the time it takes to mix the near end and the far end of the
tank. The concentrationat each end of the tank is based on a pair of monitor cells (each pair
located at opposite ends of the tank). The mixing time at the near end Tnear end is obtained
when the two concentrations at the monitor cells 1 and 4 satisfy the following equality

21C'-c-̀o.o  5.7)
[Ci+C4

Similarly the mixing time at the far end TfArendis obtained when

" 2 %-%1: o.ol (5.8)
C13+Cl_l
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For this viscosity model and for the range of jet velocities analyzed, the mixing time at the,far
end was alwaysgreaterthan the mixing time at the near end. The mixing time at the far end is
most representativeof the time to mix the whole tank.

5.3 Non-Newtonian Sludge Mixing Simulations

The concentration-dependentpower-lawmodel developed in Section 4.1 is based on
rheologicaldata for the W-28 sludge waste and is used in simulationsof mixing in a dual-jet
l/6-scale tank. The effective viscosity is given by

-Or)(  )Ea-c'_off= A0+AICr+A2Cr +A3C 'Y + (l-b ]-I (5.9)

whore the model constants arepresented in Section 4.1.2. In the simulationsperformedwith
this model, it was assumed that the specific gravity of solids is 1.56 and that of the supematant
is 1.

The solid phase of the calculationwas assumed to be a hinder_ settling solid. A Stoke's
regime hindered-settlingcorrelation (Perryand Chilton 1973) was applied:

Vs = Vw(l_Cr)4.65 (5.10)

whereVsisthehinderedsettlingvelocity,andV, istheunhinderedparticlesettlingvelocity.
The value used was determinedfrom the Stokes settling velocity expression:

2 2 gPS-Pt (5.11)v..-lidp
where as = soliddensity

Pe = liquiddensity
= liquiddynamicviscosity

g = gravitationalacceleration

tip = particle diameter

A particle diameter of lO_m was used in these calculations. At this particle size, settling of
solids particles is insignificant relative to computed mixing times.
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The numericalresults obtained with this nonlineareffective viscosity model are funda-
mentallydifferentfrom those for Newtonian fluidspresented in Section 5.2. A remarkable
feature is the formation of a sludge bankat the far end of the tank. For a dualjet configur-
ation with velocity of 5 ft/sec, the concentrationtime history curves (Figure 5.15) thatcorres-
pond to monitor cells at the far end of the tank (13 and 16) show a wide departure from the
averageconcentrationindicated by the coalescence of curves 1, 4, and 17. In the same plot it
can be seen that the near end of the tank becomes fully mixed in less thanthree minutes. Theq,

concentrationsat the monitor locations 13 and 16 level off at a constantvalue which remains
basically unchanged. The concentrationat these far end monitor cell locations startsto slowly
approachthe average concentrationas the jet velocity is increased, as shown in Figures 5.16
and 5.17. At a velocity of 20 ft/sec, the transferof momentum is high enough to achieve
mixing throughoutthe tank. This can be seen in Figure 5.18, where all concentrationcurves
come togetherafter3 minutes. These results are indicative of the existence of a critical jet
velocity, below which a sludgebank can form.

The sludge bankformationprocess can be visualized from a time sequence of constant
concentrationcontourplots. Figure 5.19 shows the velocity field as well as the concentration
contoursat one minuteintervals. Variationsin the contourplots are noticeable duringthe first
t_ minutes, afterwhich time the contours are unchanged. The contour line labeled
3 delineates the boundaryof the region of sludge that cannotbe mobilized. A reductionof the
size of tl_esludge _ is accomplished by increasing the flow rate as seen in Figures 5.20 and
5.21 for jet velocities of 10 and 13 ft/sec, respectively. However, at a velocity of 20 ft/sec no
sludge bankis formed. In this case, after three minutes there is complete homogenization, as
shown in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.23 presents a composite perspective of these results for thejet velocities of 5, 10,
13, and 20 ft/s. In this figure, a contour surfaceof the average concentrationis used as an
indication of the jet's ability to fully penetratethe sludge layer. The darkcolor is the material
which has not been mobilized.
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Figure 5.15. Volume Fraction as a Function of Time for a Concentration-Dependent
Power-LawModel for the W-28 Sludge Waste with Dual Jet Velocity of 5 ft/sec
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6.0 Saline Solution Simulations in a Filled Tank

,_ Numerical simulationsof submergedjet mixing of a saline solution in scaled MVST tanks
have been carded out. The objectives of these simulations are to test mixing criteria,to com-
pute mixing times, and to compare computationalresults with preliminary experimentaldata.

. Wateris the workingfluid; dissolved salt is the tracerupon which mixing time determinations
are based. Experimentswere conductedat ORNL in a 1/6-scale mixing tank. The experience
gained from these experimentaland numericalstudies will aid in understandingsubmergedjet
mixing in the horizontalcylindricaltank configuration.

This section presentsa discussion of mixing time criteria, computedmixing time results in
1/6- and 2/3-scale tanks, and comparisonto preliminary experimentalresults.

6.1 Mixing Time Criteria

When a heterogeneous mixture contained in a vessel is being agitated by either moving
impellers or by issuing jets, the concentrationof the variouscomponents of the mixture is
being varied at every point and at every instantwithinthe vessel. For a given set of physical
propertiesof the componentscomprising the mixture, relative amounts of solid and fluid
components, jet velocities, and tank geometry, there will be an associated time after which the
concentrationat every point withinthe Uu,.kremains unchanged. When such a state of homo-
geneity has been reached, it is said thatthe mixture is fully mixed and the time it took to reach
such a condition is the mixing time.

Ideally, a global criterionto determinethe time at which full mixing is attainedrequires
knowledge of the concentrationtime history over the entire fluiddomain. For every point r
within the fluid domain, a time Tr can be assigned such that it satisfies the following
conditions:

1. Concentration is everywhere equal to the average;

m

C(r, Tr) - C (6.1)
t
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2. Time rateof changein concentrationis everywherezero;

0C(r,t) [o_..... t = Tr = 0 (6.2)

where C is the concentrationfunction, and _ is the averageconcentration. A thirdcondition
ensures thatTr is the minimumtime for which the firsttwo conditions are satisfied.

3. A minimum mixing time exists;

lim C(r,t-8) #_
t-,T/ (6.3)

In the thirdcondition, using the limit of C as time approachesTr from the right will become
clearerfrom the discussionof the numerically computedconcentrationtime histories. When
the above three conditionsare appliedto all spatialpoints in the fluid domain, a functionf can
be formed

Tr = f(r) (6.4)

The global mixing time T is the maximumof Tr over the spatial domain.

T = max [Tr] (6.5)r

In defining this criterion, it was implicitly assumed that the mixture is homogenizable, i.e., an
averageconcentrationis tenable throughoutthe fluid domain. This is true for soluble
mixtures, which is the case being treatedin this section. For more complicated mixtures with
insoluble solids which tend to settle, a generalizationof the above global criterion is needed.

Clearly, it is not possible to monitorthe concentrationat an infinite numberof points in
m 'the flow field, either numericallyor experimentally. Numerically, the axunumnumberof

monitor locations is limited by the numberof discrete computationalcells. The global cri-
terion defined above can be discretized to predict mixing times computationally.

Alternatively, the time evolution of a distributionfunctionof concentration can also be
used to computationaUydetermine the mixing time. A concentrationdistributioncan be
constructed by subdividingthe concentrationrange into discrete incremental intervals. At
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each intervala value is assigned, which is equalto the numberof cells whose concentration
falls withinthat interval. Initially, the concentrationdistributionfunction is 1_ in two
extremesof the concentration range, namely, the interval of concentration near zero (pure
water)and the intervalof maximum concentration(salty water). Once mixing has commenced

¢

the distributionwill evolve towardsa normaldistribution whose peak is centered at the aver-
age concentration_. Theoretically, all computationalcells will reachC and the distribution
will become a single peak. In practice, it is moreappropriateto base a mixing criterion on the

e

majorityof computationalcells (95%, say) failing within the average concentration interval
(C ± 2.5 %, say). Even though the global mixing criterion based on a concentrationdistribu-
tion does not requirea major modificationof the existing code, it was not used because the
primaryinterest was in comparingnumerical andexperimentalresults.

Experimentally,the numberof points used to establish the mixing time is very limited
because only a very small numberof concentrationprobes can be introduced in the tank
without appreciablyaffecting the flow field. Therefore, it is desirable to monitor the
concentrationat locations where it is believedthat the mass transportwill not be very effici-
ent. Choice of such measurementlocations requiressome judgement, which can be aided by
visualizationof mixing experiments. These locations will usually be far from the source of
mixing (jet nozzle) and close to the boundariesof the container. A mixing time based on the
concentrationtime history of arbitrarilychosen locations may not provide a consistent
indication of homogenization. This is anotherreason thatexperimentsand computations
complementeach other in scaled tests prior to performingan analysis at full scale.

In the salt-watermixing experimentsperformed at ORNL, only four conductivityprobes
were used to establish the mixing time. The probes were located at a variety of positions, in
an effort to gain the best reproductibilityand best estimate of mixing times. Some experi-
ments were conducted with the probes located near the tank ends and some with probes
located elsewhere, based on visualizationexperiments. In some tests, a probe was placed in
the recirculationline. In the numericalsimulations, the concentration was monitored at five
cells: four near the end of the tank (see Figure 5.2) and one at the jet itself. With these five
cells, three mixing time criteria were defined. Because a global criterion cannot _ established
with so few cells, it shouldnot be surprising that the various criteria yield different mixing
times.

The mixing criteria are as foUows. Let the concentrationtime history at each one of the
five monitorcells used (if 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) be

• Ci(t) = C(ri,t) (6.6)

and the time when the i-th monitor cell reachesC be denotedby Ti
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Ci(Ti) = U (6.7)

6.1.1 Criterion 1

A mixingtime canbe calculatedby determiningthetime for whichthe maximumdiffer-
encein concentrationis a prescribedfractionof the averagevalue,C. Thisvalueis foundby
searchingfor themaximumconcentrationdifferencebackwardsin time startingata point
whenall monitorcells havereachedC. Mathematicallythis criterionis expressedas the time
forwhichthe followingequalityis satisfied

l,J = 6
U

where_ is aprescribedpercentagedeparturefromC, andri is suchthatTi - r i = T: - rj for
i _ j. Notethatonce8 hasbeenchosen,Ci is evaluatedat a timeforwhichthed'_erenee
Ti "¢iis a minimum.

6.1.2 Criterion2

A secondcriterioncanbe basedon apercentdeparturebetweentheaveragevalue_ and
theconcentrationat thejet nozzle(monitorcell 5). Therationalebehindthiscriterionis that
the turbulentflowproduce_by the submergedjet will forceall fluidelementswithinthe tank
to pass throughthejet nozzle. Hence, the concentrationat this monitorcell is indicativeof the
degreeof mixingin the tank. Mathematically,this criterionis expressedas the timeforwhich
the followingequalityis satisfied

[IIu_C5(T5_r5)l ffi_ (6.9)
U

As before, to establishthis m_g time, the concentrationdifferencemustbe traced back-
wards in time to ensurethat T5 - r5 is the minimumtime difference.

6.1.3 Criterion3

A third criterioncan be basedon departuresfromC at the near (monitorcells 1 and 2) and
far end (monitorcells 3 and 4) regionsof the tank. The mixingtime for the near and far end
are obtainedwhen the followingequalitiesare satisfied
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m.a:x[]__Ci (Ti_ri)[ (6.10)1,j = 6 i = 1,2
U

max IU_C i (Ti_ri)l (6.11)i ---c5 i -- 3,4
° U

In this criterion, the mixing time is given as the average of the near and far end mixing times.

It must be noted that these criteria axereadily determinable for the present situation, with
dissolved salt used as a passive scalar. With a known salt source term, the average concen-
tration, C, is re,adily determinable. However, in situations where the average is not known a
priori, it is necessary to supplant these criteria with an additional requirement on the determi-
nation of C. In mobilization of a sludge, for example, the fully mixed average concentration
might be well known in a controlled laboratory experiment, whereas in the field, C would
probably not be a well known nor an easily determinable quantity. Obviously, estimates can
be made based on known sludge depth and concentration, but additional caution is required to
determine the extent of mixing in a full-scale field application.

6.2 Time Dependent Concentration Curves

The mixing criteria described in Section 6.1 require detailed knowledge of the concentra-
tion time history curves at several monitorlocations. Several features in the concentration
history curves were prevalent in all the saline water solution mixing simulations. Regardless
of the jet velocity or whether one or two jets were used, the concentration time history curves
that start from zero concentrationcan be classified as follows:

1. The concentration rapidly overshoots _ and then slowly decays toward C in a non-
monotonic fashion (in some instances the concentration fluctuates like a strongly damped
oscillation).

2. The concentration increases towards C', slightly overshooting or undershooting this value,
and then slowly approaches C in a non-monotonic fashion.

Examples of these types of concentration time history curves are shown in Figures 6.1 and
6.2, respectively. The concentration curves that were computed for the 1/6- and 2/3-scale
models are comprised of these two types of curves, with variations in the rates of growth and
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decay and different "periods" of the oscillating concentrations. These features of the concen-
tration curves appeared regardless of the jet velocity, and were observed in both single- and
double-jet mixing simulations of the 2/3-scale tank.

_t

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show typical concentration time histories for the five cells used to
define mixing times in the numerical simulations. It is because of this oscillatory behavior of
the concentration at certain cells that a mixing criterion cannot be simply based on the time it
takes for monitor cells to reach C. For a specified percent deviation from C, the mixing time
must be traced backwards in time, regardless of the chosen criterion.

6.3 Mixing Time Results

Numerically computed mixing time results mustbe based on approximationsto a global
criterion. In this section, the mixing times based on the three criteriadefined above are
shown. It will be evident that when using truncatedcriteria,the mixing times are criterion
dependent. For most cases, these discrepancies were less than 20%; however, variationsas
high as 70 % were also found.

The computationalgrid for the 1/6-scale tank simulationswas set up accordingto the
initial configuration of the tank used in the mixing experimentsat ORNL. For the 2/3-scale
tank, the grid was set up according to the 25,000 gallon model data provided by ORNL.
Because of the location of the jet in the horizontalfilled tanks, Cartesiancoordinatesproved to
be moreconsistent than cylindricalcoordinates. In early calculations, the cylindrical
coordinate system was used, but the centerline induced non-physical mixing due to its being a
no-flow location.

6.3.1 Single Jet Simulations in a 1/6-Scale Tank

For the 1/6-scale tank mixing computations, a momentum source simulateda jet with a
discharge area equivalent to a O.87-in. diameternozzle. The concentration monitor cells were
located in pairs at each end of the tank. A computational cell containing a saline solution was
placed in the middle of the tank adjacent to the upperwall at time zero, approximating a saline
solution injection in the experiments. Several test simulations showed that as long as the fluid
parcel containing the saline solution is near the top of the tank, its axial location will not
appreciablyaffect the mixing time. In addition, if initially the volume occupied by the
injected salty water is much smaller than the volume of the tank, the amount of saline solution
will not influence the mixing time. In other words, it behaves like a truly passive scalar.
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Figure 6.1. Examplesof ConcentrationCurvesWhichRapidlyOvershoottheAverage
ConcentrationandThenOscillateTowardIt. Thiscase correspondsto
singlejet mixingin waterat 10 ft/secina 2/3-scaletank.
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Figure 6.2. Examplesof ConcentrationCurvesWhich Slightly Overshootthe Average
Concentration. This case correspondsto doublejet mixing in water at
2.5 ft/sec in a 2/3-scale tank.
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Figure 6.3. TypicalTimeDependentConcentrationCurvesforDoublelet Mixingat High
Velocity(10 ft/sec) in a 2/3-ScaleTank
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Figure 6.4. Typical Time Dcl_ndcnt Concentration Curves for Single Jet Mixing at Moderate
Velocity (6 ft/scc) in a 2/3-Sca1¢Tank

In Figure 6.5, the mixing times obtainedcomputationallyare comparedwith some early
¢xl_rimcntal results. Also included in the figure are dataobtained from the experimental
correlationof Okita and Oyama(lVIaruyama1986). This correlationwas developed for single
jet mixing in a vertical tank orientation. The mixing times obtained from numerical
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Figure 6.5. Comparisonof Experimental(ORNL), Numerical (TEMPEST),
and Correlated(Okitaand Oyama)Mixing Time Values for a
Fill,_d1/6-Scale Tank with Water

simulations were calculated using criterion 1 at 0.5 %. It is worth noting that there was a wide
range of variation(up to a factor of two) in the early experimentaldataused to determine
mixing times for the 1/6-scale tank.(a)

. In lieu of an experimentalcorrelationformula for horizontal cylindricaltanks, the correla-
tion of Okita and Oyama, which was developed for vertical cylindrical tanks, was used to
provide a comparisonestimate of mixing times. The correlationis given by

(a) Mr. J. Pemna, ORNL, personal communication.
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where T = Mixing time _'

c = Correlation constant (=5.5)
m i

d = Nozzle diameter

Vj = Jet velocity

D = Tank diameter

H = Tank Height (Length was used for the horizontal tanks)

This correhtion is valid provided thejet Reynolds number Re is in the range
5 x 103 < Re < 105. For jet velocities between 2.5 and 10 ft/sec in the 1/6-scale horizontal

tanks, jet Re falls between 1.5 x 104 and 6 x 104, respectively. Okita and Oyama's
correlation was obtained by measuring concentration differences at only two different locations
within the tank. Thus, this correlation cannot be regarded as universal.

The mixing times obtained numerieaUyand experimentally were based on the concentra-
tions at five and four locations, respectively. Taking into account that the mixing time values
in Figure 6.5 are based on different criteria, conclusions drawn from quantitative comparison
must be interpreted with caution. The results are qualitatively similar, in that the mixing time
decreases as jet velocity increases. If the constant c in the above correlation were substituted
by 21.4, there would be agreement with the computational results within 8%. If the constant c
were substituted by 40.4, there would be agreement with the experimental results within 25 %.

6.3.2 Single Jet Simulations in a 2/3-Scale Tank

The computational grid for the 2/3-scale model was modified to the 2/3-scale tank dimen-

sions. According to the tank diagrams provided, the scales are slightly different in both
models. Table 6.1 illustrates the differences in the characterisKc dimensions and their ratios.

The mixing times for a 5 % departure from C are presented in Table 6.2 for the three
criteria previously defined. The mixing times are strongly dependent on the mixing criterion.
These results are plotted in Figure 6.6. For a 2.5 ft/sec jet velocity there is a 17% discre- .
parley between the time predicted by the first and the third criteria. The most conservative
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Table 6.1 Comparisonof Dimension RatiosBetween Scaled Tanks

I [ [' I I ........ 'i[ i I ' ' l' I I i ] _1 I = ii _ ]l [[,I , ,, , ,, ,,,.,_ ,, _ :_[[' . ,, , ,

Bottom to
Nozzle TankDiameter Tank Length Nozzle

Diameter (in.) (in.) (in.) Distance (in.)
Illll II i_ I Illlllllh I Iii I iiii IIII iii [I I I I I I ]11 III III III I I I II ] I II iiII i] ii I I IIII IJll II1[ I I ! I _]] _ [ II II

1/6 Model 0.87 23.56 122.75 1.25
i I i, i i III I I I I II I II I I I I I I iiiiii II

2/3 Model 3.00 124.5 461.8 4.00
I I III I I II I I I El II IIHI

Ratio 3.45 5.28 3.76 3.2
, , ,,_ J , t ,,, i, , ,, ,,, , , ,,,,, , i ,-f ','l',f,',' , ', , ,i , , ,f,

Table 6.2. Single Jet Mixing Times in Waterfor a 2/3-Scale Tank

-- -,_ ,, '"'' ', ,,, , ,,, , , ,,, ,,,,,,,i , , , ,,,, ,, j '

Jet Velocity Mixing Time (see) Mixing Time (see) Mixing Time (see)
(ft/sec) Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3

_,, , h, '" ,',',, 'if'"" ', , ',,, ,,',,, , " , ' ,, I"' ,_,,I ,,,t,, ,,,,, '""'

2.5 4896.8 4784.4 4061.3
I Illll II ii i ii III i I I I I III

6.0 2001.2 1949.2 1812.1
I ii I I iiiii I iii i i i I III I I I I I II ............

10.0 1187.1 1164.2 1087.1
._7: II I I, I II IIII II I I III i I I I II II]111_ I ii III I i I I lilt i I I I

estimates for the mixing times are given by the first criterion. The second and third criteria
yield consistently lower mixing times.

Based on criterion 1, the effect of decreasing 8, the percentage departure from C, is shown
in Table 6.3. The values at/i = 0.00 (full mixing) were obtained by cubic extrapolation from
the numerically computed mixing times at 8 = 0.05, 0.04, 0.02, and 0.01 (see Figure 6.7).

6.3.3 Double Jet Simulations in a 2/3-Scale Tank

The computational grid used in this case was set up with the same dimensions as described
in the previous section, except that two momentum sources issuing fluid in opposite directions
were placed at 4 in. above the bottom of the tank. The double nozzle arrangement has a fluid

" intake in the center. This allows fluid to be replenished below the nozzles in a direction
perpendicular to the nozzle axis. This set-up was chosen because it closely resembles a double
jet system with suction near the bottom of the tank. However, computed mixing times with
suction from the top were indistinguishable for the salt water system. This might not be the
case with highly viscous or non-Newtonian fluids.
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Mixing Times for the 2/3-th Scale Tank with One Jet (5%)
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Figure 6.6. Single Jet Mixing Times as a Function of Jet Velocity for a
2/3-Scale TankAccording to Three DifferentMixing Criteria

Table 6.3. Effect of Percent Deviation from Average Concentration
on Estimated Single Jet Mixing Times in a 2/3-Scale Tank

I'' 'J'........I i t........V, (flJsec) _ = 0"05 II _ =11011104 ....... (_ =,11010n02 ..... ii =,10iOi .... _ = OwJOO

" " 1,1,,IllI , "'" , • ,,,,I,, ,,, , I Jh, ' '

2.5 4896.8 5000.0 5161.3 5806.5 7219.5

6.0 2001.2 2046.4 2114.1 2345.6 2848.2
, ,, , i , , ,i , ,,, i , , ,,,, ....

10.0 118?.l 1214.5 1262.9 1400.0 1689.8
i , ,, , , i i ,,,,

......... ,i i ,,, , ,,, i,',, ,i i i I' _l, ,, , ,, i Ill
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Figure 6.7. Single Jet Mixing Times as a Function of the Percent Departurefrom the
Average Concentrationfor a 2/3-Scale Tank

Prior to computing the mixing times, it was verified that bothjets have the same rate of
spread'close to the nozzle. Figure 6.8 showsthe axial velocity componentas a function of
distance along the length of the tank. Note that at one quarterdistance from the near end of
the tank, where the doublejet is located, the axial jet velocity is negative to the left and

• positive to the fight; and for a distance of about 6 ft both profiles are mirrorimages of each
other.

4 For a 5 % departure from C, the mixing times for the three criteria previously defined are
shown in Table 6.4. Figure 6.9 presents the mixing times as a function of jet velocity. Note
that in the double jet case, the mixing times based on the third criterion are not consistently
lower than those based on the second and first criteria. Because of practical limitations, one is
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Figure 6.8. Comparisonof the Axial Velocity Along the Jet Axis for Single
and Double Jet Arrangementsin a 2/3-Scale Tank

constrainedto deal with mixing time criteria based on a relatively small numberof sampling
points. Consequently, a criterion selected for _g time may yield counterintuitiveresults,
as in the case of criterion 3 for the doublejet. In lieu of a global mixing criterion, the use of
criterion 1 is recommended because it yields the most consistent and conservative estimate of
the mixing time, as compared to criteria 2 and 3.

Based on criterion 1, the effect of decreasing the departurefrom C is shown in Table 6.5.
The values at 8 = 0.00 were obtained by cubic extrapolationfrom the numerically computed
mixing times (see Figure 6.10). "
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Figure 6.9. Double Jet Mixing Times as a Function of Jet Velocity for a
2/3-Scale Tank According to Three Different Mixing Criteria

Table 6.4. Double Jet Mixing Times in Water for a 2/3-Scale Tank

I I II . . iiI ...............i [L J i i± ilni I I [ i ]iial II

Jet Velocity Mixing Time (sec) Mixing Time (see) Mixing Time (see)
, (ft/see) Criterion1 Criterion 2 Criterion3

- 'r '_' I''f ,,,,,,,., ,, i /,,,, i i il_ i H, '' 'ill ' _"ii' '

2.5 3058.1 2785.4 2600.8
i i , , i ,ii, i i i i j i

" 6.0 1564.5 1008.1 1308.1
i ii , i,i,i,,i i

10.0 1112.9 522.0 1732.8
J ..................... _"" ' II,,' I ,, ,, ,,,
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Table 6.5. EM'ectof Percent Deviation (_) from Average Concentration (_)
on Estimated Double Jet Mixing Times in a 2/3-Scale Tank

.... I ' I ! ' I ' II I' '_ """'"""1 ' ' I I _I II_- , t,JL , , , , ,,r,, ,, ,

Vi (ft/se¢) a = 0.05 a = 0.04 a = 0.02 a = 0.01 a ffi 0.00
ili rii i i] I I llil I II ........ '!nilr[''] LiL [ I I .r...._=_ T [ ........ _..1_

2.5 3058.1 3125.8 3275.8 3406.5 3606.6

6.0 1564.5 1738.7 2193.5 2680.6 3478.5 "
if ill i ,,,,, ,,, ....... -,,.,, , ..................... ,,, ,,,,,. ,,,,,Hill i i i j_

10.0 1112.9 1200.0 1500.0 1821.8 2330.7
_,,u ,,i, i i ,,,u, i ,i i i iI ip,,,,h I " "' ' "1
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Figure 6.10. Double Jet Mixing Times as a Function of the Percent Departure
from the Average Concentrati_:n for a 2/3-Scale Tank
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6.4 Comparison Between Single and Double Jet Mixing

Figure 6.11 shows the mixing times accordingto criterion 1 as a functionof volumetric
flow rate for several percentage departures from the average concentration. Note that once a
5 % departure from the average has been reached, the time required to reach smaller (2% and
1%) departures from the average is greater with two jets than with one jet. For a 5 %
departure from the average concentration, the effect of using two opposed jets at 2.5 ft/sec
(110 gpm) reduces the mixing time by 37.5% as compared to the single jet case (55 gpm),
whereas two jets at 10 ft/sec (440 gpm) reduce the mixing time by only 6.3 %. However, for
a 1% departure form the average concentration, the mixing time is reduced by 41.3 % with
two jets at 2.5 ft/sec and increased by 23.2% with two jets at 10 ft/sec. These results show
that, in general, increasing the volumetric flow rate by using a double jet does not necessarily
guarantee a reduction in the mixing time.

For the range of jet velocities studied, adding a diametrically opposed jet to the single jet
arrangement decreases the rate at which the mixing times are diminished as the jet speed
increases. The location of the jets at 1/4 of the distance along the length of the tank is not the
optimum location to minimize the time required for full m_x'mg. In the present case, single jet
mixing is more efficient than double jet mixing, because the power required to mix with two
jets becomes impractical at high jet velocities (10 ft/sec). This result indicates that there is a
location and orientation of the double jets such that the mixing time is minimized. It could be
argued that such a location would be at the center of the tank. At this location, the left side of
the tank is a mirror image of the fight side, because the midplane that divides both sides
becomes a no-flux boundary. This is equivalent to mixing each half of the tank with a single
jet.
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7.0 Simulant Development

.. An investigation(')was undertakento develop a simulantto be used i_._1/6- and 2/3-scaled
mixing and mobilization experiments. The objective of this effort was to develop a waste
simulant with rheologicalproperties similarto ORNL W-28 sludge. Both solid sludge pure

, rheology and dilution factors were considered. Settling of particleswas also considered so
that the scaled experiments could be conductedin a sequential mode--wherebya settled layer
is mobilized, the jets are then shut off, and material is allowed to resettle for the next set of
test conditions.

To develop a simulant whose rheologicalbehavior is exactly the same as the real sludge
would require that the exact composition of the waste be known. All chemical constituents
with the exceptionof the radioactivecompounds could (theoretically) be mixed to obtain the
ideal simulant. In most instances, however, this approachis not compatible with additional
requirementsdemanded from a simulant; thatit be inexpensive, readily available, nonhazard-
ous, and readily disposable. With these constraintsin mind, efforts to develop a waste
simulant focused on two types of clay materials(bentonite and kaolin). Mixtures of these
materials in water at various weight fractions(dilutions) were evaluated.

Initially, single component slurriesof kaolin clay and of bentonite clay were preparedand
characterized. Characterizationconsisted of slurrydensity and slurryrheology, with shear
rates from 0 to 20 sec_. The kaolin slurrieswere initially thought to be unacceptablebecause
the kaolin settles over periods of a few days, so that the rheologyof the sludge layer would be
continuallychanging over that time. It appearedinstead that slurriesof - 8 to - 12 wt%
bentonite would reproduce the desired behavior, but at significantlydifferentdilutions than
exhibitedby the ORNL waste samples. Both the kaolin and bentonite slurries exhibit a much
sharperdecrease in effective viscosity with dilution than does the W-28 sludge.

A secondseriesofslurriesconsistingofmixturesofkaolinandbentonitewereprepared
andtested.TherheologicalbehaviorofsomeofthesemixtureswasclosertotheW-28 waste

behavior,butthedilutioneffectwasstillgreaterthandesired.Furthermore,thebentonite

tendstostaysuspendedandinhibitsthekaolinfromsettlingaswell.Becauseitwasarequire-
mentthatasimulantsettleinareasonableperiodoftime(afewdaysatmos0 toapredictable

rheological behavior, a third series of kaolin slurries were prepared and analyzed. These con-
sisted of 15 wt% slurries of kaolin in wateror in 1 wt% NaCI solution. The salt solution was

(a)AssistanceofM. R. Elmorc,WasteTechnologyCenter,PacificNorthwestLaboratory,in
thisworkisacknowledged.
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tested because an observationhad been made in other workthat the additionof salt to the

liquid flocculates the fine particles and causes faster settling. The effect it would have on the
rheology of the settlo,! solids layer was not known, though.

N.

In this third series of tests, the slurrieswere ndxed in 500 ml graduatedcylinders, and
settling behaviorwas noted over a period of - 3 days. Both slurries (with and without salt)
produced a sharply defined sludge/supernate interface as they settled. Both slurriessettled to ,
approximatelythe same percent solids sludge layers, and at approximately the same rate.
Subsequently,a separatesettling test was performed with a 30 wt% slurry of kaolin in water
to determine the effect of startingconcentrationon settling rate and sludge density. After
similar settling times, the sludge layer from the 30 wt_ mixture had approximately the same
wt% and vol % settled solids as either of the 15 wt% mixtures. Results of the settling tests are
shown in Table 7.1. The apparentdensity of kaolinparticles observed in tests ranged from
2.1 to 2.3 g/ml. Reported theoretical densities (calculated from crystal structure) ranged from
2.61 to 2.64.

The rheology of the sludge layers was thencharacterized. First the supemate was care-
fully removed from the columns to minimize disturbanceof the sludge layers. Then samples
of the sludge layers were pipetted from the top and bottom zones of each sample. This was
done to determine ff compaction of the sludge varied with depth of the layer. The splits were
later composited to evaluate rheology of the overall sludge layer as a functionof dilution.

Figure 7.1 shows the plot of shear stress versus shear rate for the top, bottom and compos-
ite sludge samplesfor the slurrywithout NaCI. Figure 7.2 shows the same curves for the
slurrywith 1 wt %NaC1in the supernate. Note that the compactionof the sludge layer does
vary with depth for both sludges, although the uniformity of the up- and down-curves is better
for the salt-containingslurry. This behavior has not been confirmed by replicate tests.

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the shear stress versus shear rate behaviors for the composited
no-salt and 1% salt sludge samples: neat, diluted 1:1, and diluted 1:3 with their respective
supernates. Neither sample exhibited the desired ideal behavior of the actual waste samples.
Both simulants show greaterreduction in shear stress with dilutionthan the W-28 rheograms.

The up curves do not exactly coincide with the down curves for either slurry, suggesting
some slight time-dependent behavior. The W-28 sample shear stresses, measuredat discrete *
shear rates (Ceo et al. 1990) m'e probablymore like the down curves. The data curves were
generated with the HAAKE viscometer. Curvefit coefficients determined by a power law
model 0" = m'Yn) built into the rheogram data reduction softwaream shown in Table 7.2 b
separately for the up, down, and combined curves for each slurry.
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Table 7.1. Settled Solids Behavior for Kaolin Clay Slurries

Slurry Type Settled Sludge Layer

15 wt% kaolin (no NaCI) 34.1 wt% solids
19.4 vol % solids

15 wt% kaolin (1 wt% NaCI) 36.0 wt% solids
19.7 vol % solids

30 wt % kaolin (no NaCI) 35.0 wt% solids
20.0 vol% solids

i I i i n ]11 i [ iii ii F I IF I II [ II I

Higher salt concentrations in the supernate solutions may have some effect on sludge
behavior. This is of potential concern because it could affect rheology with time if electric
conductivity probes dependent upon salt concentration variations are used in experiments as a
basis for measuring mixing time. The salt effect could be further investigated. Also, slurries
using another type of solids may exibit behavior that is closer to the desired rheological pro-
perties, and additional studies could be conducted to identify such a material. In addition to
investigating rheological effects, other concerns such as cost, availability, and/or disposal
requirements would also have to be considered.

To determine the degree of success of the simulant in representing W-28 sludge, the power
law constants (consistency factor, n, and behavior index, m) for the simulant mixtures given in
Table 7.2 as a function of dilution can be compared to the dilution effects presented in Fig-
ures 4.1 and 4.2. Furthermore, an average effective viscosity of the power law representation
over a strain rate from 1 secl to 20 see_ can be computed according to

(Cr) 1 I= _eff (7; m,n)d_ (7.1)

"Y1

The results of Equation (7.1) are presented in Figure 7.5 for the W-28 sludge and the 15 wt%
kaolin mixture with and without salt addition.

From these comparisons, it is concluded that the 15 wt% kaolin mixture is not an ideal

simulant of W-28 sludge. The mixture does, however, exhibit many features which indicate it
is a usable simulant. It exhibits a dilutable power law rheology; it exhibits settling into a
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Figure 7.1. ShearStress Versus ShearRatePlot for 15 wt% Kaolin in WaterSlurry.
"T" = top section, "B" = bottomsection, and middle curve is composite
sample, respectively, from settled sludge layer

sludge layer which is congruentwith planned experimentalprocedures, and it is readily
obtainable. Therefore, using the deveior_t kaolin simulant,the degree to which the differ-
ences in power law constantsand average effective viscosity impact the objectives of scaled
experimentscan be established. However, ff a primaryobjective of the scaled experiments is
to develop data to scale up mixing and mobilizationtimes, a much more extensive simulant

developmenteffort would be required. It would necessarilyrequire that dimensionless scaling
laws in non-Newtonianfluids be visited in some detail. This is not a trivial task. Alterna-

tively, ff a primaryobjective of the scaled experiments is to acquirequality mixing and
mobilization data upon which computer simulationscan be validated, then the kaolin simulant
is probablyadequate. The qualifiedcomputermodeling approachcould then be used to make
confidentfull-scale predictions.

l'
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Table 7.2. Curve Fit CoefficientsUsing Power-LawModel (r = m'yn) for 15 wt% Kaolin
Slurries in Water and in 1 wt % NaC1Slurries. Neat values are for undiluted
sludges. Dilutions ratios are based on volume.

i
v"

iii i i i [ ii i iii iiii i i i_ i i i 1 i iiiii i iii iiiiiii iiiiiiiii [ i ii i ii i ] i

Combined

Slurry Type Dilution Ratio Up Curves Down Curves Curves
, /_i f,HT, ,,, llll Ill ,lIHi,i|, i 'i|ll "Ill l'Hi'i j Ill i. lIHi I I i . II .l ,Ill..Ill i,,.i

No Salt Slurry Neat m = 1.8050 m = 2.6080 m = 2.1670
n = 0.3383 n = 0.2138 n = 0.2768

1'1 m = 0.2902 m = 0.3371 m = 0.3125
n = 0.1569 n = 0.1145 n = 0.1363

1:3 m = 0.0069 m = 0.0059 m = 0.0063
n = 0.7957 n = 0.8_;44 n = 0.8479

1% Salt Slurry Neat m = 4.0800 m = 4.3330 m = 4.2060
n = 0.2648 n = 0.2869 n = 0.2759

1:1 m = 0.4659 m - 0.6283 m = 0.5395
n = 0.2071 n = 0.1126 n = 0.1616

1:3 m = 0.0110 m = 0.0121 m = 0.0115
n = 0.7255 n = 0.7663 n = 0.7466

, , ,, , , ,,, , , , i , , , . , ,,,, j, ,
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Figure 7.5. Comparison of the Effective Average Viscosity as a
Function of Concentration Ratio Between the W-28

Waste Sludge and the Kaolin-Based $imulant
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